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THE VALUE OF LOVE
A channeling of Master Pablo Veneciano
Beloved mine, today I want to talk about the true value of love. Love is a virtue that you can
not offer or provide the world if you first choose it inside yourselves, in the same way that
happens with each virtue and quality of life. They will have listened to the phrase so
mentioned that it says "that you can not give something that you do not have inside," and
that is very true. You are human angels learning to direct your energy consciously. Each
energy, whether of light or darkness, requires conscious use and a domain of it. That
domain in the use of this energy that is created through the links and relationships that you
maintain with these energies over time. I will give you an example, but before I want to
invite you to receive the idea that life is a neutral and content experience. It is you who
download the content to life. If you carry life only with content coming from the mind, then
you will be moving away from the truth. If you carry life with content coming from the
energies of the heart and with the purity of the soul, then they will be fulfilling the divine will,
the will of your spirit. Integrity is very important, since integrity marks the real state of its
evolution and that of the maturation of its consciousness. Naturally, they can do so, but they
should not lieselves because when they tried to deceive, they generate separation between
the primary parts of their being. When they fool themselves with their thoughts, beliefs and
emotions, by maintaining harmony in their external world instead of prioritizing the spiritual
needs of their soul, they move away from their divine mission on Earth. Each one of you
has to take care of your soul, first of all. They will not be able to develop the divine powers
of healing, transformation and transformation to help others, if you really have not fully
illuminated and complete healthy becomes. Having said this I will begin with the examples
of the energies. Fear is an energy with which the surface of the Earth is usually related.
Without knowing it or be aware of it, those who can create the energy of fear through
thoughts, emotions and words, with ease are teachers of fear. Those who get angry easily
have full domain and mastery of anger; Those who judge, criticize and separate their
consciousness from that of other souls, are teachers of judgment, criticism and separation.
The Master is practical and habit, my beloved, and in the long run they become teachers of
what they practice daily and repeat frequently. Magic exists, if, but the true magic or white
magic directed consciously, is only possible when they have achieved the perfect
purification status. Likewise there are also divine teachers on the land of the qualities and
virtues of God. They manage to become teachers and perfect examples of such virtues,
thanks to constant and daily practice, and invocations to their Magna Presence I am; Saint
Being sacred crystal; to the Great White Brotherhood; The Angelic Kingdom and the
Elemental Kingdom. It is essential that you practice a consciously a spiritual routine daily
with the seven sacred fires, so that these can penetrate your consciousness and give it a
new way to it, in the most perfect and brightest way. The ego makes them believe that you
are obliged many times to offer a virtue that you have not yet grown inside, and that is
impossible. Sometimes they try three times counted by plasmar a virtue of God in their
personal world or in their surroundings and fail in the three attempts of the transmission of it
and, on the contrary radiate darkness without wanting to do it. It is time for them to take
their space, because that is the sign that their soul requires time, work, and conscious
dedication to heal. The nature of God is to express virtue and, to tune up with the nature of
God, first healthy beings and saints are coming. They are in a world where darkness,
separation and duality of energy are very present. This consciousness allows them to
evolve greatly if they learn to become the light of consciousness that illuminates darkness.
The total sense and objective of the incarnation of the soul in the third dimension is

governed in terms of two. In the third dimension everything is dual until the surface of the
Earth is not transformed into a single fully obedient consciousness to the divine will, there
will be energy of duality. Those energies of duality should not be rejected, nor should they
try to fight against them, they only have to be observed without trial and identify through the
correct understanding the origin of which such energies are in you. They will have to detect
the cause that generates that these limitation energies are present in their life and
transmute them. The game of duality allows them to deepen their internal and external
experience of life. If they use it correctly, duality is a great gift for its spiritual evolution. A
mountain is a deva of nature that represents the firmness and power of God on earth
through his earthly being that is one with the nature of the earth, and through his peak that
he gets to penetrate the clouds of heaven. A mountain is a being with full certainty of what it
is. A pillar of God on earth that reflects the human his true spiritual dimension. A mountain
shows them in a material magnitude, the measure of their spiritual power, that is, how
enormous that can become a mountain on a planet defines the dimension of the spiritual
power that the race that inhabit it has. In simpler words I will tell you that if you believe that
your spiritual powers have a range of 300 meters around, you are wrong in your
observation, since the highest top of the Earth rises to 8848 meters and your aura covers
millions of kilometer That is the true real potential that the evolution of the earth planet has
at this time. Be wise and learn to look at life with the innocence of the heart, so that they
can learn from it, divine love and human love, divine truth and human understanding; be
true and shadow of the true being; Universal laws and land laws. The higher laws have
been created to prevail over the lower laws, in order to maintain divine order and balance.
That's it. Thank you very much my beloved and loved ones.
With Love
Master Paul the Venetian.

